If you like ERagon...
Lost Years of Merlin by T.A. Barron
A young boy who has no identity nor memory of his past washes ashore on the coast of Wales and
finds his true name after a series of fantastic adventures.
The Fire Within by Chris D’Lacey
A magical series about mysterious hand crafted clay dragons who have unusual powers. When college student David Rain rents a room in an unusual boardinghouse, he has no idea that the dragons, along with some lively squirrels, will help jumpstart his writing career.
The Ruins of Gorlan by John Flanagan
When fifteen-year-old Will is rejected by battle school, he becomes the reluctant apprentice to the
mysterious Ranger Halt, and winds up protecting the kingdom from danger.
Dragon’s Blood by Jane Yolen
Jakkin, a bond boy who works as a Keeper in a dragon nursery on the planet Austar IV, secretly
trains a fighting pit dragon of his own in hopes of winning his freedom.
Dealing with Dragons by Patricia Wrede
Bored with traditional palace life, a princess goes off to live with a group of dragons and soon becomes involved with fighting against some disreputable wizards who want to steal away the dragons’ kingdom.
Sea of Trolls by Nancy Farmer
After Jack becomes apprenticed to a Druid bard, he and his little sister Lucy are captured by Viking
Berserkers and taken to the home of King Ivar the Boneless and his half-troll queen, leading Jack to
undertake a vital quest to Jotunheim, home of the trolls.
The Convicts by Iain Lawrence
His efforts to avenge his father’s unjust imprisonment force thirteen-year-old Tom Tin into the streets
of nineteenth-century London, but after he is convicted of murder, Tom is eventually sent to Australia where he has a surprise reunion.
The Amulet of Samarkand by Jonathan Stroud
Nathaniel, a magician’s apprentice, summons up the djinni Bartimaeus and instructs him to steal the
Amulet of Samarkand from the powerful magician Simon Lovelace .
If you know any books that should be added to this list, please let Mrs. Hoffmann know!

